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CHINA: WHERE THE FAILURE TO ADHERE TO

DOMESTIC POLITICAL LAWS OFTEN LEADS
TO RELIGIOUS OPPRESSION

I. INTRODUCTION

After World War II, the 58 nation-states of the United Nations adopted
the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights (the "Universal
Declaration").' The Universal Declaration "represent[s] a ...
statement of

[common] goals and aspirations-a vision of the world as the international
community would want it to become ...[a world maintaining] '[h]uman

[r]ights for [a]ll.''2 However, as the world approaches the new millennium,
the vision proposed 50 years ago has become "blurred" by regimes engaging
in human rights violations. One of these regimes is the Chinese Communist
Party (the "CCP"), now governing China.
In 1998, it seemed as if the CCP was departing from its imposed law of
atheism 3 when it signed the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights (the "ICCPR")4 which allowed President Clinton to visit China 5 and
released Bishop Zeng Jingmu.6 However, as reported in the US State
Department's first annual Report on International Religious Freedom (the
"US Report"), dated September 9, 1999, atheism is still forcefully imposed

1. United Nations Department of Public Information, UniversalDeclaration(visited Oct.
14, 1999) <http://www.unhchr.ch/udhr/miscinfo/carta.html>
[hereinafter Universal
Declaration].
2. See id.

3. Mahlon Meyer, The FatherlessFlock,NEWSWEEK, August 23, 1999, at 38. In 1949, the
CCP imposed the law of atheism as the law of the land in China.
4. Kevin Platt, China vs. Mass SpiritualThirst, CHRISTIAN SCI. MONITOR, August 3, 1999,
at 1.
5. Erik Eckholm, Beijing Frees Bishop, 78, Before Visit From Clinton, N.Y. TIMES, May
11, 1998, at 4.
6. See id. The Catholic Bishop Zeng Jingmu was arrested and sentenced to detention in
a labor camp, without trial, for conducting "unauthorized religious services in a home." He
was also punished in the 1950's for his ties with the Vatican.
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today.7 The report stated that "China is continuing [its] intolerance of

unregistered religious activity and [its] punishment [through] imprisonment
and labor camps." 8
An example of the Chinese government's "intolerance of unregistered
religious activity"9 is an August 21, 1999 police raid on a "house church" in
Wugang City, in which eight leaders were arrested."0 This incident and the
statement by Chinese authorities that the leaders conducting the illegal

gathering "could be sentenced to hard labor in government work camps"1 '
to punish religious
supports the US Report's findings that China continues
12
dissidents "by imprisonment and labor camps."'
The above mentioned inhumanities help to raise the complex question
of whether the Asian-Pacific region 3 has a duty to deal with religious
oppression in China. If it does, how will the region do so? On a national
level, China's citizens seem to want change. At least some citizens continue
to defy the Communist government's religious restrictions.' 4 At the same

7. David Stout, U.S.Report Details World'sReligiousPersecution,N.Y. TIMES, September
10, 1999, at A14.
8. See id.
9. See id.
10. Amelia Hill, Chinese Church Leaders Face Labour Camps FollowingArrests, Scot.

On Sunday, August 22, 1999, at 5, available in 1999 WL 23212682. During the August 21,
1999 police raid, the house was ransacked and bibles and money were confiscated.
11. See id.

12. See Stout, supra note 7.
13. Kelly Dawn Askin, Issues Surrounding the Creation of A Regional Human Rights
System for The Asia-Pacific, 4 ILSA J. INT'L & COMp. L. 599, 600, (Spring 1998). "The

Asia[n]-Pacific can generally be recognized to include not only the entire Asian region, from
Japan and the Philippines in the East to Pakistan and Afghanistan in the West, but also areas
of the South Pacific, including Australia, New Zealand, the East Indies and the Pacific
Islands, and Russia." Id.
14. A 27-year old Tibetan Monk, in Graze, complained that he and his people do not have
any human rights. See Seth Faison, Uncivil Rights: Are the Tibetans 'Citizens' of China?,

N.Y. TIMES, August 31, 1999, at A4. A truck driver said, "We have no voice, [w]e have ...
no appeal, no one [who] will listen. We are a lost people." See id. This article reports that
China's "baby boomers" are looking beyond Communist Party teachings for spiritual
guidance (i.e. to the practice of Falun Gong. See Liz Sly, A Searchfor Faith as Officials
Crack Down on Falun Gong,Many OtherMeditative Sects in China Are Ready to Step Into
the SpiritualVoid, CH. TniB., July 31, 1999, at 1. Falun Gong is "a mix[ture] of Buddhis[m],
Taois[m], and Chinese martial art principles...." See PLATT, supra note 4. Frank Lu who

heads the Hong-Kong Information Center of Human Rights and Democratic Movement in
China urged the international community to do something to end China's crackdown on the
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time, the CCP responds to human rights criticisms from its people and the
international community by claiming that their culture is centered on "Asian
values"' 5 (i.e. group interest and cohesion) and that human rights must be
compromised in order to promote economic success.' 6 Amongst these
questions, the issue of whether it is even possible to concurrently address the
concerns of the Chinese people and those of the CCP remains unanswered.
Although there are many human rights violations in China, this note
focuses on the value of rectitude (i.e. freedom of religion), and specifically,
the deprivation of it. Rectitude is deprived when, for example, freedom to
worship is denied, atheism is adopted as a national policy, or a certain
17
religious institution is imposed upon an individual or an entire country.
China has deprived its citizens of rectitude. If we assume that human
rights are universal, such as the right to free choice of religion, then it follows
that the citizens of China should not be religiously persecuted. But, how can
a right to religion be protected? Are there practical solutions? This note
proposes that a practical solution to the protection of rectitude in China is for
the Asian-Pacific region to establish a regional court. By utilizing the
European Court of Human Rights (the "European Court") as a model, the
creation of an Asian-Pacific Court of Human Rights (the "Asian-Pacific
Court") will allow the Asian-Pacific region to better focus on dealing with
religious oppression in China.
Part II of this note explains the international communities' perspective
on religious freedom by referring to the United Nations' Charter (the "UN
Charter"), the Universal Declaration, the ICCPR, and the 1981 Declaration
on the Elimination of All Forms of Intolerance and of Discrimination based

Falun Gong. See PLATT, supra note 4. There have been considerable increases in the number
of "house service" members, amounting to approximately 40 million. See Chinese Police
ArrestEight "Home Church"Ministers, AGENCE FANCE PRESSE, August 21, 1999, available
in LEXIS, ASIAPC Library, CSM File. In the province of Henan, 233 "Christian-related"
arrests have been recorded since October of 1999 by the Information Center of Human Rights
and Democratic Movement in China. Id.
15. Jaques Delisle, The East Asian Debate on InternationalHuman Rights: Domestic
Approaches and Attitudes in the Absence ofRegional Commitments, 92 AM. SOC'Y INT'L L.
PROC. 64, 65, (April 1-4, 1998). The "cultural relativist" theory centers upon the notion of
"Asian values."
16. See Id. The theory associated with this notion is labeled the "developmentalist"
defense.

17.

MYREs

S. MCDOUGAL ET AL., HUMAN RIGHTS AND WORLD PUBLIC ORDER: THE BASIC
LAW OF HUMAN DIGNITY 36 (1980).

POLICIES OF AN INTERNATIONAL
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on Religion or Belief (the "1981 Declaration").18 Part III analyzes the
effectiveness of the European Court in dealing with religious oppression in
its nation-states, with a particular focus on Greece. Part IV examines the
current religious oppression in China. Part V acknowledges China's defenses
of "cultural relativism" and "developmentalism." 19 Finally, Part VI proposes
the establishment of an Asian-Pacific Court of Human Rights to deal with
religious oppression in China and by addressing the difficulties and benefits
of implementing such a regional court.
A difficulty that necessitates disclosure at this time is that of the
practicality of creating an Asian-Pacific regional court. The general
sentiment of the CCP is that "'human rights [are], in essence, an internal
affair of [the] country and should be addressed by that country." 2 Thus,
proposing a regional court to deal with religious oppression in China can
initially seem futile in light of the CCP not wanting external involvement in
its matters. Many, indeed, feel that Western nations should not impose legal
or cultural standards, or generally interfere with the internal matters of other
nations. Because of these public opinions, Part VI also addresses how a
regional human rights court can avoid international meddling with national
Chinese affairs.21

18. Moshe Hirsch, Symposium: The FundamentalAgreement Between the Holy Sea and

the State ofIsrael: A ThirdAnniversaryPerspective: The Freedom ofProselytism Under the
Fundamental Agreement and InternationalLaw, 47

CATH.

U.L. REV. 407, 411, (Winter

1998).
19. China's defense to human rights is countered by a model developed by the New Haven
School that argues for the notion of "human dignity." See LUNG-CHU CHEN, AN
INTRODUCTION TO CONTEMPORARY INTERNATIONAL LAW: A POLICY-ORIENTED PERSPECTIVE
16 (1989). The notion of human dignity means "that every human being possesses an

inherent and inviolable worth that transcends the authority of the State." U.S. Department
of State Annual Report on International Religious Freedom for 1999: Introduction (visited

October 7, 1999) <http://www.state.gov/www/global/human-rights/irf/irfjrpt/1999/
irfintro99.html> (The "US Report Introduction").
20. Human Rights An InternalAffair, China Tells U.N., INSIDE CHINA TODAY, September
23, 1999, <http://www.insidechina.com>. This was a statement of China's Foreign Minister,

Tang Jiaxuan.
21. See Askin, supra note 13.
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II.

RELIGIOUS FREEDOM ACTS IN THE
INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY

Religious freedom is one of the oldest and most cherished freedoms in

the international community. 22 It is often characterized as "one of the
foundations of international human rights law. 23 After World War II, the
international community unified in denouncing the atrocities committed
during the war and in trying to ensure that they would never repeat
themselves.24 As evidenced by the UN Charter under Article I, one of the

goals of the United Nations-which was established to provide a "universal
[protection of] human rights, [one which] prohibit[s] religious
discrimination" 25-is to "'achieve international cooperation ... in promoting

and encouraging respect for human rights and for the fundamental freedoms
for all [people] without distinction as to race, sex, language, or religion."'2 6
Although the UN Charter was a good starting point for the protection of
religious freedom, "it did not enunciate substantive religious freedoms. 27
In 1948, this problem was rectified 28 when the UN General Assembly
unanimously adopted the Commission on Human Rights' draft of the
Universal Declaration. 29 The Universal Declaration is a common standard

22. W. Cole, Jr., Perspectives on Religious Liberty: A Comparative Framework, in
RELIGIOUS HUMAN RIGHTS IN GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE 1(Johan D. van der Vyver & John Witte,
Jr., eds., 1996). Freedom of religion made its first appearance in the Peace Treaty of
Westphalia in 1648. Eric Kolodner, Comment, Religious Rights in China:A Comparison of
InternationalHuman Rights Law and Chinese Domestic Legislation, 12 UCLA PAC. BASIN
L.J. 407, 409 (Spring, 1994). "[The] Treaty of Westphalia was the first international
agreement to provide protection to religious minorities." See id. at 410.
23. Malcolm N. Shaw, Freedom ofThought, Conscience and Religion, in THE EUROPEAN
SYSTEM FOR TH4E PROTECTION OF HUMAN RIGHTS

445, at 462 (R. St. J. Macdonald et al. eds.,

1993).

24. Malcolm D. Evans,

RELIGIOUS LIBERTY AND INTERNATIONAL LAW IN EUROPE at

172

(1997).
25. Kolodner, supra note 22, at 411.

26. See id., citing Charter of the United Nations, 59 Stat. 1031, T.S. No. 993, 3 Bevans
1153 (1969) [hereinafter UN Charter].
27. Kolodner, supra note 22, at 411.
28. See id.

29. See CHEN, supra note 19, at 207; see also Universal Declaration, reprintedin United
Nations Publications, International Instruments of the United Nations 85 (1997) [hereinafter
UN Instruments].
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of achievement for all peoples and all nations."3 The Universal Declaration
provides for the right to freedom of thought, conscience, and religion, and it
enunciates the freedom to change and manifest religion.31 Although the
Universal Declaration was not legally binding when it was adopted as a
universal standard, today, nation-states are bound by it as a matter of
customary international law.32 Moreover, from its creation, the Universal
Declaration has influenced many international instruments such as the
ICCPR and the 1981 Declaration.3 3 The ICCPR, under Article 18, legally
binds nation-states that ratify it. 34 It "suggests that the right to freedom of

religion, including the freedom to have, alter, or adopt a religion of one's
choice, is an absolute right which may not be restricted. ,35 Furthermore,

30. See Andrew Claphain, The 'Drittwirkung' of the Convention, in THE EUROPEAN
supra note 23, at 192. Universal
Declaration, supra note 1. "The Declaration of Human Rights applies without qualification
to the entire world." It is commonly called the "Magna Carta for all humanity. Dinah
PoKempner, Symposium, Asia's Activists and The Future of Human Rights, 66 Fordham L.
Rev. 677.
31. See Universal Declaration, reprinted in UN INSTRUMENTS, supra note 29, at 86.
Article 18 provides:
"Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion; this
right includes [the] freedom to change [one's] religion or belief, and
freedom, either alone or in community with others and in public or private,
to manifest his religion or belief in teaching, practice, worship and
observance." Id.
32. MCDOUGALET AL., supra note 17, at 180.
33. Louis Henkin, The Human Rights Idea in Contemporary China: A Comparative
Perspective, in HUMAN RIGHTS IN CONTEMPORARY CHINA 7, 10 (R. Randle Edwards et al.
eds., 1986).
34. Kolodner, supra note 22, at 412. The ICCPR was "adopted in 1966 and became
operative in 1976." CHEN, supra note 19, at 209.
35. Christopher J. Miner, Losing My Religion: Austria's New Religion Law in Light of
Internationaland European StandardsofReligiousFreedom, 1998 B.Y.U. L. REV. 607,627
(1998). Article 18(1) provides:
"Everyone shall have the right to freedom of thought, conscience and
religion. This right shall include freedom to have or to adopt a religion or
belief of [one's] choice, and freedom, either individually or in community
with others and in public or private, to manifest his religion or belief in
worship, observance, practice and teaching." See ICCPR, reprintedin UN
INSTRUMENTS, supra note 29, at 95.
SYSTEM OF THE PROTECTION OF HUMAN RIGHTS,
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under Article 27, religious minorities are explicitly protected36 by prohibiting
governments from banning religions not officially recognized by those
governments.37

Like the ICCPR, the 1981 Declaration is an important instrument which
enumerates the fundamental rights of freedom of religion and the belief that
these rights belong to all persons.38 However, the 1981 Declaration is not a
legally binding instrument. 39 Nevertheless, it is generally considered the
closest instrument to a "global obligatory treaty"4 because it takes into
account the UN Charter, the Universal Declaration, and ICCPR.41

36. MCDOUGAL ET AL., supra note 17, at 676. ICCPR Article 27 prescribes:
"In those States in which ethnic, religious or linguistic minorities exist,
persons belonging to such minorities shall not be denied the right, in
community with the other members of their group, to enjoy their own
culture, to profess and practice their own religion, or to use their own
language." See ICCPR, reprintedin UN INSTRUMENTS, supra note 29, at
96.
37. Kolodner, supra note 22, at 413.
38. See id. The 1981 Declaration Article 6 enumerates the following freedoms:
"(a) To [be able to] worship or assemble in connection with a religion or
belief, and to establish and maintain places for these purposes;
(b) To establish and maintain appropriate charitable or humanitarian
institutions;
(c) To make, acquire and use, to an adequate extent, the necessary articles
and materials related to the rites or customs of a religion or belief;
(d) To write, issue and disseminate relevant publications in these areas;
(e) To teach a religion or belief in places suitable for these purposes;
(f) To solicit and receive voluntary financial and other contributions from
individuals and institutions;
(g) To train, appoint, elect or designate by succession appropriate leaders
called for by the requirements and standards of any religion or belief;
(h) To observe days of rest and to celebrate holidays and ceremonies in
accordance with the precepts of one's religion or belief; and
(i) To establish and maintain communications with individuals and
communities in matters of religion and belief at the national and
international levels." See 1981 Declaration, reprinted in See UN
INSTRUMENTS, supra note 29, at 124.
39. See MINER, supra note 35, at 628.
40. Nathan Lerner, Religious Human Rights Under The United Nations, in RELIGIOUS
HUMAN RIGHTS IN GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE, supra note 22, at 79.
41. See 1981 Declaration, reprintedin UN INSTRUMENTS, supra note 29, at 122. A part
of the 1981 Declaration's Preamble provides:
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The evolution of international instruments such as the Universal
Declaration, the ICCPR, and the 1981 Declaration depicts a "[shift] from the
freedom to change a religion toward an emphasis on the individual freedom
to retain [or practice] a religion without interference. 42 Most importantly,
they show how nations historically have not ignored, or if they have, today,
can no longer ignore, human rights such as religious rights, while the rest of
the world has "committed itself to international and domestic covenants that
declare freedom of religion to be a fundamental right."4 3 Sadly, irrespective

of these interdependent world views, China continues to violate the religious
freedom of its people.
III. THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE EUROPEAN COURT OF
HUMAN RIGHTS IN DEALING WITH RELIGIOUS OPPRESSION

A. The European Convention For The Protection of
Human Rights and FundamentalFreedoms
Inspired by the Universal Declaration," and in response to World War
II,4 1 "[p]ost war European leaders promoted the creation of a European
Rights system [to regulate and monitor] the growth of regimes that base their
rule on violations of individual rights. 46 The European Rights system was
created when eleven states 47 signed and ratified the European Convention for

"Considering that the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the
International Covenants on Human Rights proclaim principles of nondiscrimination and equality before the law and the right to freedom of
thought, conscience, religion and belief." Id. at 123.
42. Hirsch, supra note 18, at 417. Specifically, Article 18 of the Universal Declaration
expresses the freedom to maintain a religion (or to practice a religion). Article 18 of the
ICCPR and Article 1 of the 1981 Declaration emphasize retaining a religion. Id.
43. Jimmy Carter, Preface, in RELIGIOUS HUMAN RIGHTS IN GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE, supra
note 22, at ix.
44. A. H. Robertson, ed., Preface, in HUMAN RIGHTS IN NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL
LAW at xi (1968). "Under the terms of the European Convention, the Contracting Parties
undertake to secure to everyone within their jurisdiction a series ofrights and freedoms taken
from the Universal Declaration of the United Nations." Id.
45. Ali Mohsin Qazilbash, Contributor, NGOS Efforts Towards The Creation of A
Regional Human Rights Arrangement in The Asia-PacificRegion, 4 ILSA J. INT'L & COMP.
L. 603, 605 (1998).
46. See id.
47. Erik Fribergh and Mark E. Villiger, The European Commission offHuman Rights, in
THE EUROPEAN SYSTEM FOR THEPROTECTION OF HUMAN RIGHTS, supra note 23, at 605. The
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the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (the "European
Convention") on November 4, 1950.48 A major purpose of the European
Convention was to promote European cohesiveness through the
establishment of "an international legal community [which] shar[ed] 'a
common heritage of legal traditions, ideals, freedom and ... rule[s] of

law.'

49

The belief in freedom of religion, labeled as "Freedom of thought,
conscience and religion," was one of the common liberties prescribed in the
European Convention.5" Under the European Convention, some important
practices were afforded respect and protection such as "'acts of [personal and
church] worship or devotion' 51 and protection from being "forced to enter
or prohibited from leaving a [s]tate church."52 Other vital rights to the
freedom of religion that are afforded protection under the European

ratifying states were: "[the] United Kingdom, Norway, Sweden, [the] Federal Republic of
Germany, Saar,... Ireland, Greece, Denmark, Iceland, Luxembourg and Turkey..." Id.
48. LUKE CLEMENTS, EUROPEAN HUMAN RIGHTS: TAKING A CASE UNDER THE
CONVENTION at 3 (1994). The European Convention came into force on September 3, 1953.
Id.
49. Paul Mahoney and Soren Prebensen, in The European Court of Human Rights, THE
EUROPEAN SYSTEM FOR THE PROTECTION OF HUMAN RIGHTS, supra note 23, at 621, 637
citing European Convention preamble. Part of the preamble states:
"Considering that the aim of the Council of Europe is the achievement of
greater unity between its members and that one of the methods by which
that aim is to be pursued [through] the maintenance and further realization
Convention for The
of human rights and fundamental freedoms."
ProtectionofHuman Rights andFundamentalFreedoms,Europ. T.S. No.5
(visited Sept. 9, 1999) <http://www.coe.fr/eng/legaltxt/5e.htm> [hereinafter
European Convention].
50. European Convention, supra note 49. Article 9 prescribes:
"(1) Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion;
this right includes freedom to change [one's] religion or belief and freedom,
either alone or in community with others and in public or private, to
manifest his religion or belief, in worship, teaching, practice and
observance.
(2) Freedom to manifest one's religion or beliefs shall be subject only to
such limitations as are prescribed by law and are necessary in a democratic
society in the interests of public safety, for the protection of public order,
health or morals, or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of others."
Id.
supra note 23, at 448 citing C. v. UK, DR 37, p. 142 at p. 147.
Shaw,
51.
52. See id. at 451.
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Convention are the right not to be discriminated against 3 and the right to a
fair trial.5
B. The European Court of Human Rights

The European Convention was "intended to [enforce a] set of
principles" based on the Universal Declaration. 5 As such, it created the
European Court.16 The European Court can be deemed an enforcement
53. European Convention, supra note 49. Article 14 states:
"The enjoyment of the rights and freedoms set forth in this Convention
shall be secured without discrimination on any ground such as sex, race,
color, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social
origin, association with a national minority, property, birth or other status."

Id.
54. See Id. Article 6(1) prescribes:
"In the determination of his civil rights and obligations or of any criminal
charge against [an individual], [the individual] is entitled to a fair and
public hearing within a reasonable time by an independent and impartial
tribunal established by law. Judgment shall be pronounced publicly by the
press and the public may be excluded from all or part of the trial in the
interests of morals, public order or national security in a democratic society,
where the interest of juveniles or the protection of the private life of the
parties so require, or to the extent strictly necessary in the opinion of the
court in special circumstances where publicity would prejudice the interest
of justice." Id.
The right not to be discriminated against and the right to a fair trial are commonly combined
with the freedom of religion when claims are brought before the European Court under the
"freedom ofthought, conscience and religion" provision ofthe European Convention. SHAW,
supra note 23, at 460. The relevant test for determining the existence of discrimination under
the European Convention is "the absence of objective and reasonable justification." Id.
Under Article 6 of the European Convention, "right to a court" is essential to the right to a
fair trial." See Oliver Jacot-Guillarmod, Rights Related to GoodAdministration ofJustice,
THE EUROPEAN SYSTEM FORTHE PROTECTION OF HUMAN RIGHTS, supra note 23, at

381,391.

55. CLEMENTS, supra note 48, at 219. The Universal Declaration does not have an
enforcement mechanism (i.e. a court to enforce the rights prescribed in the declaration) but
rather is a "a freestanding international standard." Id.
56. European Convention, supra note 49. The European Court was established under
Article 19 of the European Convention which states:
"To ensure the observance of the engagements undertaken by the High
Contracting Parties in the Convention and the protocols thereto, there shall
be set up a European Court of Human Rights, hereinafter referred to as "the
Court." It shall function on a permanent basis." Id.
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mechanism in that its "role is to make a final and binding decision as to
whether a violation of the [European] Convention has occurred and, if
appropriate, to consider the question of compensation, or 'just
satisfaction.'",7
Given this important role, in 1998, the European Court was reformed
due to the "increase in the number of applications (i.e. cases brought before
the court), [a] growing complexity [in the applications], and the widening of
the Council of Europe's membership. 58 The European Court was reformed
when the forty parties to the European Convention ratified Protocol No. 11'9
which established a single European Court and collapsed the division
between the European Court and European Commission.60
This alteration or restructuring allows for a more efficient European
6
Court. ' Individual applicants can now bring their alleged violations directly
to the European Court rather than having to first apply to the European
Commission and then have the Commission send the case to the European
Court once the case is found to be admissible.6 2 Moreover, "[t]he Committee
of Ministers (the Council of Europe's executive organ) ... no longer ...

57. CLEMENTS, supra note 48, at 8. "Just Satisfaction" means compensation. See id.
58. Andrew Drzemczewski, The European Human Rights Convention: A New Court of
Human Rights in StrasbourgAs of November 1, 1998, 55 WASH. & LEE L. REV. 697, 715
(1998). In 1998, the number of "High Contracting Parties" (or member-states) to the
European Convention were forty. The original European Convention was designed for ten
to twelve member-states. Id.
59. See id.at 697. The forty parties to the Convention as of the ratification of Protocol No.
11 on November 1, 1998 are: Albania, Andorra, Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus,
Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland,
Italy, Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Moldova, Netherlands, Norway,
Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russian Federation, San Marino, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland, the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Turkey, Ukraine and the
United Kingdom. Id.
60. See id.
61. See id. at 716.
62. See id. at 698. Article 34 of the European Convention prescribes:
"The Court may receive applications from any person, non-governmental
organization or group of individuals claiming to be the victim of a violation
by one of the High Contracting Parties of the rights set forth in the
Convention or the protocols thereto. The High Contracting Parties
undertake not to hinder in any way the effective exercise of this right." See
EUROPEAN CONVENTION, supra note 49.
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retain[s] [the]
decide[s] on the merits of the cases ...[but] it ...
63 important

role of monitoring the enforcement of the court's judgments.,

Under the old system, the Committee of Ministers had the power to
decide a case on the merits if the Commission did not refer the case to the
European Court. 64 Today, the Committee of Ministers can no longer decide
a case on the merits. This is significant because the Committee of Ministers
in the past was often criticized when it overturned decisions of the
Commission without conducting judicial proceedings. 65 These changes show
progressive, accessible and
that "[t]he European Convention system [is] ...
'"66 As such, the European system
[a] developed human rights mechanism.
can serve as a model for the Asian-Pacific region.
C. European Court Cases on Freedom of Religion
The cases examined in this section illustrate the European Court's
success in protecting the religious freedom of individuals and of religious
entities by enforcing the European Convention. They deal with issues such
as the requirement of taking an oath containing references to religion,67 the
failure to recognize a church as a "legal personality," 68 the denial of a fair
trial to a person of an "unknown/unrecognized religion, 69 and the
convictions of persons for proselytism.70 Importantly, these cases are not as
atrocious as are the accounts of religious oppression in China. This may
have to do with the Court's effective enforcement of the European
Convention. Perhaps the creation of a similar convention in the AsianPacific region that is enforced by an Asian-Pacific Court would effectively
deal with religious oppression in China in a similar fashion.

63. See Drzemczewski, supra note 58, at 698.
64. See Fribergh and Villiger, supra note 47, at 615-616.
65. See id. at 616.
66. Fionnuala Ni Aolain, The Emergence of Diversity: Differences in Human Rights
Jurisprudence,19 FORDHAM INT'L L.J. 101, 108-09 (October 1995). The 40 parties to the
Convention serve as an example to the progress and development of the European Court.
67. Buscariniv. San Marino, 38 I.L.M. 738 (1999).
68. Canea Catholic Church v. Greece, 37 I.L.M. 343 (1998).
69. Georgiadis v. Greece, 24 Eur. Ct. H.R. 606 (1997).
70. Kokkinakis v. Greece, 17 Eur. Ct. H.R. (ser. A.) at 397 (1993).
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1. Buscariniv. San Marino: Taking an Oath with References to Religion
In Buscarini v. San Marino, newly elected members of the San
Marino Parliament asked the Captain-Regent-the head of the
government-to abstain from taking a required oath which contained
religious references. 7' Although the new members were allowed to take the
oath in writing and omit the words "I, ... , swear on the Holy Gospel ... ", the
Parliament later held the oath to be invalid. The applicants were given the
choice either to retake the oath with the religious reference included, or to
forfeit their seats. 72 The elected members alleged that their rights to freedom
of religion and conscience were violated.73 The court held that the San
Marino government violated the European Convention. It noted that
"requiring newly elected members to take [an] oath on the Gospel was
tantamount to requiring two elected representatives to swear allegiance to a
particular religion, a requirement not compatible [with the prescribed right
of freedom of religion under the European Convention]."7 4
2. Canea Catholic Church V. Greece: Failure to Recognize a Church as a
"Legal Personality"
Another significant case dealing with the violation of religious
freedom is Canea Catholic Church v. Greece, where neighbors to a church
demolished one of its surrounding walls. 75 After bringing its case through the
Greek court system up to the highest Greek Court, the Canea Catholic
Church was not recognized as a legal entity and thus lacked the requisite
standing to have its property rights case heard. 76 Thereafter, the Church
brought its case to the European Court alleging that it was deprived of having
77
its property concerns heard in court because it was a Catholic entity.

71. Buscariniv. SanMarino, 38 I.L.M., at 741. The oath was required under Section 55 of
the Elections Act. Id.
72. See id.
73. See id. The plaintiffs alleged a violation of Article 9 of the European Convention.
74. See id. at 745. Freedom of Religion and Conscience is prescribed under Article 9 of
the European Convention. The European Court also held that the finding of a violation of

Article 9 of the Convention constituted sufficient "just satisfaction," or compensation, forthe
applicants. Id. at 746.
75. See Canea Catholic Church v. Greece, 37 I.L.M. at 349.
76. See id. at 346.
77. See id. at 357. This was a violation of Article 6(1) of the European Convention.
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Moreover, the Church alleged that its freedom of religion was breached78 and
that it was discriminated against on religious grounds. 79 The Court held that
Greece's failure to recognize the applicant as a "legal person" violated the
Church's religious freedom by denying the Church's right to a court hearing8 °
and by forcing it to follow required formalities in bringing a civil suit that are
not required of Greek Orthodox Churches and Jewish Synagogues. 8' The
church was awarded recognition, protection, and substantial compensation. "
3. Georgiadis v. Greece: Denial of a Fair Trial to a Person of an
"Unknown/Unrecognized Religion"
The third example of the European Court's effective dealing with
religious freedom violations is reflected in Georgiadis v. Greece. In
Georgiadis, a minister for the Congregation of the Christian Jehovah's
Witnesses of Greece sued Greece 83 because he was denied an exemption
from military service on the grounds that Jehovah's Witnesses were not a
"known/recognized religion." 84 Once at the military base, Minister
Georgiadis refused to perform his military duties. He was charged and
detained for insubordination at the Avlona prisons for approximately two
months." After appearing before the Permanent Army Tribunals on two
separate occasions,86 Minister Georgiadis was acquitted of the crime of
insubordination. Ironically, he was not compensated for the time he spent in
prison.87 Both Permanent Army Tribunals explained that "'[t]he State is
under no obligation to compensate [the individual] for detention pending trial

78. See id. at 358. This was a violation of Article 9 of the European Convention.
79. See id. at 354. This was a violation of Article 14 of the European Convention.
80. See Canea Catholic Church v. Greece, 37 I.L.M. at 357. This retracted from Article
6(1) of the European Convention. Id.
81. This violated Article 6(1) combined with Article 14 of the European Convention.
82. See id. at 359. The Court awarded the applicant 5,000,000 dr. for pecuniary damages
and 5,908,000 for costs and expenses (payable within 3 months or else 6% simple interest).
83. See Georgiadisv. Greece, 24 Eur. Ct. H.R. at 608.
84. See id.
85. See id. at 609.
86. See id. at 609-610. Minister Georgiadis appeared before the Athens Permanent
Military Tribunal on May 8, 1992 and before the Salonika Permanent Military Tribunal on
September 10, 1992.
87. See Georgiadisv. Greece, 24 Eur. Ct. H.R. at 609-610.
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[when] the detention is caused by the individual's gross negligence."' 8 8 The
military tribunals never explained precisely what they meant by gross
negligence.89 Moreover, they detained someone before proving his guilt of

gross negligence.
Since the military tribunals denied the minister's right to

compensation, he brought his case before the European Court alleging that
he was denied the right to present his case for compensation (a violation the
European Convention).9 o The European Court unanimously held that Greece,
indeed, did violate the European Convention by not affording the minister a
fair hearing on the issue of compensation for his unlawful detention. 9'
Furthermore, the minister was compensated for his detention. 92
4. Kokkinakis v. Greece: Convictions for Proselytism
The final case illustrating the European Court's dealing with religious
freedom violations is Kokkinakis v. Greece. Mr. Kokkinakis, a Jehovah's
Witness, was arrested and found guilty of proselytism after visiting the house
of Mrs. Kyriakaki, a Greek Orthodox believer.93 He turned to the European
Court alleging that the Greek legal prohibition of proselytism violated his
right to manifest his religion.94 Greece contended that as a democratic
society, it needs to ensure the peaceful enjoyment of religion for all of those
living in its territory.95 Particularly, Greece claimed it had the duty to protect

88. See id.
89. See id. at 620.
90. See id. at 614. Minister Georgiadis alleged that the military tribunals' refusal to hear
his case for compensation violated Article 6(1) of the European Convention.
91. See id. at 621. This was a violation of Article 6(1) of the European Convention.
92. See id. at 622. The Court awarded Minister Georgiadis 750,000 dr. for cost and
expenses (payable within 3 months or else 6% simple interest).
93. Kokkinakis v. Greece, 17 Eur. Ct. H.R. at 399. The Lasithi Criminal Court found Mr.
and Mrs. Kokkinakis guilty of proselytism and they were both sentenced to a four-month
prison term. On appeal to the Crete Court of Appeals, Mrs. Kokkinakis's conviction was
dismissed and Mr. Kokkinakis's sentence was reduced to a three-month prison sentence that
was converted to the payment of 400 dr. per day. (i.e. Mr. Kokkinakis did not have to serve
in prison, but instead had to pay 400 dr. per day). Mr. Kokkinakis later appealed to the Greek
Court of Cassation (Greece's highest court) alleging that the Crete Court of Appeal's
judgment was unconstitutional. However, the Court of Cassation affirmed the Crete Court
of Appeal's judgment. Id. at 400-401.
94. See id. at 411. This violated Article 9 of the European Convention.
95. See id. Greece's defense came under Article 9(2) of the European Convention.
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Mrs. Kyriakaki from Mr. Kokkinakis's deceitful and immoral influence.96
Although Greek Law at the time of the case prescribed proselytism as a
crime,97 the European Court held that Greece was not exempt from following

its Convention98 and that it had failed to specify how Mr. Kokkinakis tried
to convince Mrs. Kyriakaki to change her beliefs through deceitful/immoral
means.99 Greece did not show how its proselytism prohibition was
"necessary [to its] democratic society [and] for the protection of the rights
and freedoms of others."' 00 The European Court held that Greece breached
the European Convention 0 ' and unanimously awarded Mr. Kokkinakis "just
satisfaction."' 12
D. Effectiveness of the Court'sJudgments on
Member-States
The cases mentioned above leave open an important question: Are

the decisions of the European Court fully executed?' 3 The European Court
does have the authority to compensate injured parties or to "afford just
satisfaction to the injured party"'0 4 and the members of the European
Convention are obligated to abide [by] the Court's final judgments.' 05 "On

96. See id.
97. See id. at 420.
98. Kokkinakis v. Greece, 17 Eur. Ct. H.R. at 422. The European Court held that Greece
was not exempt from following Article 9(1) of the European Convention. Id.
99. See id. at 422.
100. See id. This is the standard required under Article 9(2) of the European Convention.
101. See id. at 422. The Court held that there was a breach of Article 9 of the European
Convention.
102. See id at 422. The "just satisfaction" awarded by the Court was 400,000 dr. (within
3 months) and 2,789,500 dr. in costs and expenses.
103. Peter Leuprecht, The Execution ofJudgmentsandDecisions,THE EUROPEAN SYSTEM
FOR THE PROTECTION OF HUMAN RIGHTS, supra note 23, at 791.
104. See Article 41 of European Convention:
"If the Court finds that there has been a violation of the Convention or the
protocols thereto, and if the internal law of the High Contracting Party
concerned allows only partial reparation to be made, the Court shall, if
necessary, afford just satisfaction to the injured party." See EUROPEAN
CONVENTION, supra note 49.
105. Id. The Court's final judgments are supervised by the Committee of Ministers.
European Convention Article 46 states:
"(1) The High Contracting Parties undertake to abide by the final judgment
of the Court in any case to which they are parties."
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the whole, ... , the Court's judgments have had a significant impact in that

the respondent State has [been] prepared to take not only individual but also
general [corrective measures], [which can include] legislative reform [upon
the Court's finding against the member]. '0 6
The events occurring after the Kokkinakis v. Greece case serve to
illustrate a contracting State's readiness to take corrective action upon the
Court's finding against it. After Kokkinakis v. Greece was decided, the
Ministry of Justice sent a letter to the proper legal authorities in Greece to
remind them of their obligation to interpret Greek Law within the constraints
of the Court's judgment. 0 7 As a result of this action, only two convictions
for proselytism were reported since 1994 in Greece.0 8 Even more impressive
is the fact that "the Court's case law has had effects ... outside [of] Europe,

in Botswana, Canada, Hong Kong, Jamaica, Kiribati, Papua New Guinea,
Singapore, and Zimbabwe. 9
IV. CHINA AND RELIGIOUS OPPRESSION

The European Court's effective dealing with religious oppression
serve as a possible model for the Asian-Pacific Region, and can be
particularly useful in dealing with the religious oppression in China.
However, before proposing a regional enforcement mechanism for the AsianPacific region, it is important to focus on China's national laws pertaining to
religious freedom in order to understand "[the] extent [to which] Chinese law
recognizes and protects [this right] and [freedom]."' "10 An account of the
current religious oppression in China will also show that a very real human
rights problem currently exists in this country.

"(2) The final judgment of the court shall be transmitted to the Committee
of Ministers, which shall supervise its execution."
106. See Mahoney and Prebensen, supra note 49, at 636.
107. Effects of Judgments or Cases 1959-1998 (visited Sept. 25,

1999)

<www.dhcour.coe.fr/eng/effects.html>.
108.
109.
110.
Today,

See id.
See Mahoney and Prebensen, supra note 49, at 637.
R. Randle Edwards, Civil and Social Rights: Theory and Practice in Chinese Law
in HUMAN RIGHTS IN CONTEMPORARY CHINA, supra note 32, at 41, 57.
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A. China'sDomestic Laws Regarding
Freedom of Religion
"When China's authorities officially refer to 'human rights in China,'
they ... mean ... rights as provided by China's statut[ory] laws, including [its

national] constitution."''1
constitutions

12

Since 1954, China has adopted four

and is currently governed by the 1993 Constitution of the

' 13 Freedom of Religion is
People's Republic of China (the "Constitution").
1 14
Constitution.
the
a guaranteed right in
In terms of this prescribed constitutional right, there are two
significant clauses that require explanation. Article 36 describes that "[t]he
state protects normal religious activities.""' Article 36 further states that
"[r]eligious bodies and religious affairs are not subject to any foreign
domination."116 Numerous scholars-both Chinese and non-Chinese-have

defined the word "normal" to mean "'legal religious activities' ... whatever

the state or its representatives allow.""' 7 "[N]ot subject to any foreign
domination... [implies] that religion in China is entirely a Chinese matter and

111. Shingo Morikawa, Citizen's Rights and Democracy Under the Constitution of the
PRC (visited Sept. 24, 1999) <http://www.enstar.co.uk/china/law/articles/legale.htm>.
112. R. Lanier Britsch, The Current Legal Status of ChristianityIn China, 1995 B.Y.U.
L. REv. 347, 352 (1995).
113. Constitution of the People's Republic of China-1993 (last modified Feb. 25, 1998)
<http://www.qis.net/chinalaw/prccon5.htm> [The "Constitution"]. The "First Session of the
Seventh National People's Congress" adopted the constitution on March 29, 1993. Id.
114. See id. Article 36 of the Constitution prescribes the freedom of religion. Article 36
states:
"[ 1] Citizens of the People's Republic of China enjoy freedom of religious
belief;
[2] No state organ, public organization or individual may compel citizens
to believe in, or [to] not believe in, any religion; nor may they discriminate
against citizens who believe in, or do not believe in, any religion.;
[3] The state protects normal religious activities. No one may make use of
religion to engage in activities that disrupt public order, impair the health
of citizens or interfere with the educational system of the state.; and
[4] Religious bodies and religious affairs are not subject to any foreign
domination." Id.
115. See id. Article 36 Clause 3 of the Constitution.
116. See id. Article 36 Clause 4 of the Constitution. See also BRITSCH, supra note 112,
at 353.
117. See Britsch, supranote 112, at 353-54. The word "normal" is associated with Article
36 Clause 3 of the Constitution. See Constitution, supra note 113.
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that foreign nations and organizations have no right to play a controlling role
in Chinese affairs.""' 8 Article 35 of the Constitution allows citizens of China
to "enjoy freedom of speech, of the press, of assembly, of association, of
procession and of demonstration."" 9 The grant of these freedoms further
supports the right of Chinese citizens to a freedom of religion.
Although the Constitution seems to guarantee religious freedom, in
practice, the CCP rarely protects constitutionally prescribed rights. 2° Often
characterized as the CCP's manifesto to the people,' the Constitution in
reality contains "Four Cardinal Principles" that greatly restrict religious
freedom.' 22 These principles are that "citizens and officials [must] adhere to
the socialist road, support the people's democratic dictatorship, follow the
Marxism-Leninism-Mao
leadership of the Communist Party, and take
123
Zedong [t]hought as the[ir] guiding ideology.'
Ironically, it is the Constitution itself which contains elastic articles
allowing the CCP to restrict its people's freedom of religion.1 24 "[The CCP]
interpret[s] what the Constitution means and can amend it formally when
desired. No independent judiciary or other body exists to insist on an
interpretation of the Constitution different from that desired by the political
organs, or to enforce it against high political authority.' 25
In the absence of a governmental body which interprets the
Constitution independent of the dominant regime, citizens are not guaranteed
any protection or recourse against religious oppression. Citizens cannot
bring their "case to a Chinese Court to challenge the constitutionality of
12
27 officials
use
measures.
Moreover,prosecuted'
government
[CCP] suppressive
despite who
Chinese
suppressive
measures
are not, 1criminally

118. See Britsch, supra note 112, at 353 (referencing Clause 4 of Article 36 of the
Constitution; see also Constitution, supra note 113.
119. See Constitution, supra note 113, at Article 35.
120. Michael C. Davis, Human Rights in Asia, East Asian Approaches To Human Rights,

89 AM. Soc'Y INT'L L. PROC. 146, 159 (1995).
121. See Henkin, supra note 33, at 26.
122. See Kolodner, supra note 22, at 421. The "Four Cardinal Principles" appear in the

Constitution's Preamble. Id.
123. See id. Articles 51 and 54 of the Constitution articulate these principles in greater
detail; see also Constitution, supra note 113.
124. See Kolodner, supra note 22, at 422.
125. See Henkin, supra note 33, at 27.
126. See Britsch, supra note 112, at 354.
127. US Department of State, Annual Report on InternationalReligious Freedom for
14, 1999) <http://www.state.gov/www/global/
1999:China (visited Oct.
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criminal law stating that "[w]orkers of [the] state organs who illegally
deprive [the] citizens' right to religious beliefs or who encroach on minority
nationalities' customs or habits, if the case is [a] serious [one], [are to be]
sentenced ' to
[a maximum of] two years in prison or put under criminal
128
detention."

B. Religious Oppression in China Today

China's constitution and its national laws do not truly protect the
rights they prescribe. Rather, the CCP governs State actions and limits
religious freedom by pursuing its ideology "that religion should wither away
over time for the general good of society, [that] [t]he Party must aggressively
propagate atheism, and [that] all Party members must be avowed atheists."12 9
Since the CCP's inception of power in 1949, it "has exerted
considerable control over all aspects of [Chinese life and] religion.""13 This
control was and is exerted to "facilitate religion's ... demise."'' 3 By creating

the Religious Affairs Bureau (the "RAB"), the CCP has been able to pursue
its policy of atheism. 13 2 "[T]he RAB oversees and coordinates the activities
of eight 'National Associations' [the "Associations"],... [which] maintai[n]
33

control o[ver] a specific religious denominations operating in China."'

hum... s/irf rpt/1999/irfchina99.html>.
128. Charles D. Paglee, Chinalaw Web-PRC CriminalLaw (last modified April 7, 1998)
<http://www.qis.net/chinalaw/prclaw60.htm>. Article 251 of the Criminal Law of the
People's Republic of China.
129. Tad Stahnke, Proselytism and the Freedom to Change Religion in International
Human Rights Law, 1999 B.Y.U. L. REv. 251, 312 (1999).
130. Britsch, supra note 112, at 348.
131. Darin W. Carlson, UnderstandingChinese-US Conflict Over Freedom ofReligion:
The Wolf-Specter FreedomFrom ReligiousPersecutionActs of 1997 and 1998, 1998 B.Y.U.
L. REv. 563,566 (1998). The facilitation of religion's natural demise can best be understood
by referring to a CCP internal document that asserts: "'[t]he basic starting point and firm
foundation for our handling of religious question ...
lies in our desire to unite the mass of
believers and non-believers and enable them to center all their will and strength on the
common goal of building a modernized, powerful socialist state [instead of God]."'
KOLODNER, supra note 22, at 419 citing The Basic Viewpoint and Policy on the Religious

Question During Our Country'sSocialistPeriod(1992) reprintedin Freedom ofReligion in
China, AsIA WATCH at 44 (1992).
132. See Britsch, supra note 112, at 350.
133. See Kolodner, supra note 22, at 425.
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These Associations are themselves "legally" recognized religions"' and

consist of: "[the] Chinese Buddhist Association, the Chinese Islamic
Association, the Chinese Daoist Association, the Three-Self Patriotic
Movement (a Protestant organization), and the Chinese Catholic Patriotic
Association."' 35 According to the CCP, any religious activity performed
outside of these Associations is illegal' and can lead to harsh punishment.
1. Intolerance of Unregistered Religious Activity
The Chinese government shows its "intolerance of unregistered
religious activity"' 37 by requiring its citizens to attend religious ceremonies
3
conducted by state-chosen leaders 138 in officially registered facilities.1 1
These government-imposed restrictions depict the CCP's fear of political
defeat 4 ° and its perception that religion can interrupt China's progress
towards the CCP's socialist path. 4 '

An example of the CCP's fear of political challenges is its
persecution of three growing religious groups. The first religious group is the
Falcun Gong, composed of 70 million members.'42 The CCP responded to
this religion's emergence by televising the destruction of the banned group's
books and videotapes.' 43

134. See Carlson, supra note 131, at 567-68. RAB registered institutions are called
"officially recognized religions."
135. See Kolodner, supra note 22, at 425.
136. See Carlson, supra note 131, at 568.
137. See Stout, supra note 7.
138. See Carlson, supra note 131, at 571. State-chosen leaders are those approved by a
patriotic association and who pledge loyalty to the Communist Party. See id. The CPC's
restrictions of religious personnel by"screening applicants, establishing quotas, and censoring
religious training materials" have created the fear that many religions will [become] extinct
in the near future. In other words, there will be an atheistic state. KOLODNER, supra note 22,
at 429.
139. See Kolodner supra note 22, at 428-29.
140. China Orders Arrest of Sect Leader, Chi. Trib., July 29, 1999, at 1.
141. See CARLSON, supra note 131, at 578.
142. China OrdersArrest ofSect Leader, supra note 140. See generally, SLY, supra note
14.
143. See Platt, supra note 4.
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A second religious group that is facing CCP retaliation is the
"underground Catholics group."'.. The term "underground Catholics" is
used to label Catholics who refuse to accept the CCP's restrictions on
religious practice.' 45 Specifically, this religious group remains loyal to the
Pope, refuses to join the CCP controlled Chinese Patriotic Catholic
147
Association, 14 6 and refuses to stop believing in the second coming of Jesus.
A recent retaliation against the "underground Catholics" occurred when the
CCP destroyed St. Joseph's Roman Catholic Church and sixteen other
churches in the province of Fujian because the "congregation[s]
and priests
14
1
domination."
Communist
to
themselves
submit
to
refused
A final religious group the CCP has targeted for persecution was
reported in Amnesty International's 1999 report as the unauthorized Muslim
Group.'49 CCP police crackdowns on Muslims include, but are not limited
to, the detention of individuals, the confiscation of property, the arbitrary
disruption of religious services, and the tight control over future religious
activities. 5 '

144. Robert A. Seiple, Testimony before the Subcommittee on InternationalOperations

and Human Rights, (visited Oct. 14, 1999)
www/policy-remarks/1999/991006-seipleirf.html>.

<http://www.state.gov/

145. See id.

146. See Eckholm, supra note 5. The CCP controlled Chinese Patriotic Catholic
Association refuses to recognize the Pope. It also does not allow the Pope to select church
leaders and engage in other issues regarding the church in China. Id.
147. See Seiple, supra note 144.
148. A.M. Rosenthal (Editorial), On My Mind; St. Joseph'sMurder, N.Y. TIMES, October
1, 1999, at A25.
149. Amnesty International, REPORT 1999: CHINA 127, (1999). On April 17, 1997, the
Chinese police searched 56 mosques in Egarqi and began tight control of their religious
activities by surveillance. If religious activities threatened the CCP's political power, in other
words, if there was a separatist movement or if individuals were against CCP policy, this
activity was promptly and forcibly suppressed. Amnesty International, Report-ASA 17/18/99
(visited Sept. 24, 1999) <http://www.amnesty.org/ailib/aipub/1999/ASA/31701899.htm>.
150. See Carlson, supra note 131, at 574.
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2. Punishment of Religious Dissidents
Religious dissident's are often sentenced without a trial' 5' and
detained by Chinese authorities who subject them to hard labor in
government work camps or reeducation facilities. 52 Accounts of religious
dissidents-individuals who defy the CCP's religious restrictions,"53 such as
Catholic Bishop Fan Xueyan of Baoding-shed some light on the harshness
of CCP punishment. 54 In 1992, Bishop Fan Xueyan died while in police
custody after serving 15 years of hard labor for the crime of being loyal to the
Pope.155 Human rights experts produced56evidence showing that the Bishop
died due to beatings while in detention.
Peter Xu, a Protestant leader, is another example of the CCP's harsh
punishment of religious dissidents. Xu was charged and sentenced without
a trial to 10 years of reeducation for "encouraging people to cry hysterically
as they worshiped and prayed as a sign that they had received the Holy
Spirit."' 57 Similarly, Falun Gong members serve as examples of the CCP's
punishment of religious dissidents. It has been reported that many Falun
Gong followers have either been beaten or imprisoned by Chinese
authorities.' 58
Finally, Tibetian Buddhist leaders are religious dissidents facing CCP
punishment. The CCP's "strike hard" campaign continues against Tibetan

151. See, e.g., Eckholm, supra note 5. Bishop Zeng Jingmu, a prominent Catholic bishop
in China, was a dissident sentenced to detention in a labor camp without a trial for conducting
"home services." The term "home services" means: "holding unauthorized religious services
in a home." Id.
152. See Henkin, supra note 33, at 33.
153. Amnesty International, Report-ASA 17/14/99 (visited Sept. 24, 1999)
<http://www.amnesty.org/ailib/aipub/1999/ASA/31701499.htm>. Religious dissidents are
those individuals who defy the CCP's religious restrictions by doing such things as refusing
to be members of the Associations or continuing to believe in ideologies prohibited by the
CCP.
154. Steven Mufson, Chinese Catholics Blossom, Even Under Beijing's Thumb, INT'L
HEARALD TRIB. (Neuilly-sur-Seine, France), June, 3, 1995, available in LEXIS, ASIAPC
Library, IHT File.
155. See id.
156. See id.
157. Todd Crowell, China's CrusadeAgainst Christians:No Change, CHRISTIAN SCI.
MONITOR, October 31, 1997, at 6.
158. See Platt, supra note 4.
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leaders.159 Specifically, "Communist 'work teams' [are] sent into [Tibetian
Buddhist] monasteries and nunneries ... to forcefully 're-educate' monks and
nuns [on] how to think and act.' 160 If these monks or nuns
resist the "work
161
teams"' reeducation, they are banished or imprisoned.
Many religious dissidents who are imprisoned face brutal physical
punishment. A recent statement submitted to the Economic and Social
Council of the United Nations illustrates the types of physical punishment
used on religious dissidents placed in CCP detention centers and prisons.
The report states that there is continuous torture in detention centers and
prisons, and that Chinese authorities use abusive methods such as shocking
162
dissidents with electric batons or depriving them of food and water.

159. UN Economic and Social Council, Written Statement Submitted by The Society for
Threatened Peoples, A Non-Governmental Organization in Special Consultative Status,
E/CN.4/1999/NGO/91
(visited Sept. 24, 1999). <http://www.unhchr.ch/
Huridocda/Huridoca.nsfiTestFrame/432d6acea6dce35d802567ef00559dda?Opendocument>.
"Since [the CCP] launched [what it calls] the 'Strike hard' campaign in Tibet in April 1996,
9,827 expulsions, 318 arrests and 14 deaths have been reported as of February 1998." Id.
160. See id.
161. See id. Panchen Lama at 8 years old is "the world's youngest political prisoner" held
in China, and is held because he was chosen by the Dalai Lama. UN Economic and Social
Council, Written Statement Submitted by Human Watch, A Non-Government Organization
In Special Consultative Status, E/CN.4/1998/NGO/52 (visited Sept. 24, 1999)
<http://www.unhchr.ch/Huridocda/Huridoca.nsf/TestFrame/db7171152e5323a1 80256682
00566 lc4?Opendocument>.
162. UN Economic and Social Council, Written Statement Submitted by The International
LeagueforHuman Rights, A Non-GovernmentalOrganizationin SpecialConsultativeStatus,
E/Cn.4/sub.2/1 999/NG0/9
(visited
Sept.
24,
1999)
<http://www.unhchr.ch/Huridocda/Huridoca.nsf/TestFrame/191 ae549c3 lb3003802576c3
003cb086?Opendocument>. On June 24, 1999, a written statement submitted by the
International League ofNations for Human Rights to the Economic and Social Council of the
United Nations reported that in China, "[t]orture remains common in detention centers and
prisons. [I]n addition ... ,the usual methods [of abuse] such as shocking with electric batons;
beatings; branding with red-hot shovels; scalding with boiling water; hanging upside down
or by the thumbs; kicking; attacking with dogs; exposing [a prisoner] to extreme
temperatures; [sleep] depriv[ation], food and water [deprivation]; solitary confinement; sexual
violence; and threats of torture and death [are still occurring today]. Id.
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3. The White Papers: China's Allusion to Religious Freedom
Despite the atrocities mentioned above, the State Council of the
People's Republic of China (the "State Council") holds that "no one in China
is punished because of his or her religious belief. ' 163 Moreover, the State
Council claims that the Chinese government adheres [to] and respects
international community standards regarding religious freedom, but feels that
it should have leeway to deal with religion on a national level, or, in other
words, on its own terms. 1" The CCP does not find anything wrong with its
religious persecution against unrecognized religious groups or those groups'
activities. However, from an international perspective, "China's record of
religious persecution remains deplorable."' 65
V. HUMAN DIGNITY: THE FIRST STEP TOWARDS
A REGIONAL COURT

The two aforementioned conflicting views between China and the
international community must be addressed before a proposal for an AsianPacific regional Court on Human Rights can be thoughtfully formulated.
Specifically, one must answer whether there "[i]s, [or] there [can] be, a
distinctively Asian approach to human rights?"' 166 Arguably, there is not a
distinctively "Asian" approach to human rights, nor is there a "western one."
Rather, human rights are based on the notion of human dignity-"that every
human being possesses an inherent and inviolable worth that transcends the
authority of the State.'

67

163. Information Office of The State Council of the People's Republic of China, Freedom
of Religious Belief In China (visited Sept. 25, 1999) <http://www.chinaguide.org/
WhitePapers/FreedomOfReligious.html>.
164. See id. The State Council claims that "[t]he Chinese government respects the
generally accepted principles regarding religious faiths in the international community, [but]
hold[s] that [international] principles must be applied ... and ... carried out according to the
domestic law of each country." Id.
165. James Finn, The CultivationandProtectionofReligious Human Rights, in RELIGIOUS
HUMAN RIGHTS IN GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE, supra note 22, at 161, 183.
166. Bilahari Kausikan, An Asian Approach To Human Rights, in East Asian Approaches
To Human Rights, supra note 120, at 146.
167. See US REPORT INTRODUCTION, supra note 19.
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A. China's General Perspective on Human Rights
The CCP has defended its position on human rights by using a
"cultural relativist" and "developmentalist" theory.16 8 The "cultural
relativist" theory centers upon the notion of "Asian values," as creating a
different culture, separate from the rest of the world. Moreover, it promotes
that the Chinese are concerned with group interest and cohesion. 6 ' The
"developmentalist" theory argues that human rights, such as the freedom of
religion, must be compromised in order to allow for China to economically
succeed and develop. 7 ' China's government believes "the West's undue
emphasis on individual rights is socially destructive [and that] ...
the
rights
7
of collectivities [are] more in tune with Asian cultural traditions."' '
B. The InternationalCommunities'Answer to China 's
Perspective on Human Rights
There are many national and international counter-arguments to the
CCP's "developmentalist" and "cultural relativist" position on human rights.
The first and "most powerful rebuttal comes from thousands of Asians ...
who reject the idea that their culture requires a diminished set of individual
freedoms."' 172 Asian countries such as Japan, Taiwan, South Korea, and the
Philippines oppose the "Asian values" argument posed by communist
countries such as China. 173 In fact, there are very few Asian governments
that have not accepted the vision and widespread applicability of human
174
rights as prescribed in the Universal Declaration and the ICCPR.

168. See Delisle, supra note 15, at 65.
169. See id.
170. See id. China's leaders have asserted that, "political and social stability is necessary
for economic development, which, in turn, is a precondition for human dignity and other civil
and political rights; economic rights, particularly the economic development of the state,
should take primacy over civil and political rights." POKEMPNER, supra note 30, at 678-79.
171. See PoKempner, supra note 30, at 679.
172. See id.
173. See Davis, supra note 120, at 113.
174. See PoKempner, supra note 30, at 678. The Asian Governments that have accepted
the universality of human rights as prescribed in the Universal Declaration and the ICCPR
are: Japan, Vietnam, North Korea, South Korea, the Philippines, Cambodia, India, Nepal, and
Sri Lanka. Id. at note 4 citing Louis Henkin, Preface to the InternationalBill ofRights, THE
INTERNATIONAL BILL OF RIGHTS

ix (Louis Henkin ed., 1981). "No country has rejected the

Universal Declaration of Human Rights." Id.
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Moreover, the international175community has argued that "cultural relativism
is a 'shield for dictators."",
Second, "[i]nternational human rights instruments reflect no
commitment to any particular political or economic system. [International
human rights instruments such as the Universal Declaration, ICCPR, and the
1981 Declaration,] were designed to encompass Communist as well as
parliamentary polities."1 76 Therefore, it can be argued that the CCP should
not fear political defeat or destruction of the socialist path if they undertake
a "human dignity" approach to human rights (i.e. particularly towards
freedom of religion).
Third, in response to the CCP's "developmentalist" theory (i.e. the
compromise of human rights for China's economic success and
development),177 "[i]t has never been demonstrated that a restriction of civil
and political rights contributes to the economic development of a country.
it may contribute to is the maintenance of the repressive
The only objective
78
regime itself'
Finally, besides the International communities' arguments against
China's perspective on human rights, China itself has contradicted its own
position on two occasions. Specifically, on April 6, 1994, the Chinese VicePremier and Foreign Minister Qian Qichen announced that "the Chinese
government has always supported the efforts made by the UN to promote and
protect human rights and fundamental freedoms according to the goals and
principles of the UN Charter."'' 79 They asserted that China respects the
Universal Declaration and that it "will work hard with the international
community to strengthen international cooperation in the human rights
field." 8 0 Finally, in November 1994, the UN Special Rapporteur on Religion
accepted an invitation by the CCP to visit China.' 8 ' This invitation and the
statement made above by Qian Qichen, are certainly contradictions to the
These
CCP's "cultural relativist" and "developmentalist" theories.
contradictions seem to assert that although the CCP may not currently follow

175. See Kausikan, supra note 166, at 146, 147.
176. See Henkin, supra note 33, at 29.

177. See Delisle, supra note 15, at 65.
178. Peter R. Baehr ETAL., The UniversalityofHuman Rights, in HUMAN RIGHTS: CHINESE
AND DUTCH PERSPECTIVES 25, 35 (1996).
179. Liu Xinsheng, The People'sRepublic of China and the United Nations Commission
on Human Rights, in HUMAN RIGHTS: CHINESE & CANADIAN PERSPECTIVES 221, 223 (E.P
Mendes & A-M Traeholt eds., 1997).

180. See id.
181. See id. at 236.
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a "human dignity" approach, that does not mean that they do not believe in
the approach or that they will not follow it in the future.
C. Human Dignity: The InternationalPerspective on
Human Rights

Although the aforementioned counter-arguments respond to China's
position on human rights, they fail to answer whether there exists, or should
'
The New
there exist, a "distinctively Asian approach to human rights?"182
Haven School, which explains the international perspective on human rights
in great detail, answers this question. It explains that a distinction should not
be drawn between "Western" and "Asian" approaches to human rights.
Rather, the New Haven School adheres to the international perspective of
human dignity because it believes that "[t]he peoples of the world, whatever
their differences in cultural traditions and institutional practices, today
demand ... all those basic rights conveniently summarized in terms of the

greater production and wider sharing of values of human dignity."' 83
Specifically, the school maintains that there are eight values
("respect, power, enlightenment, well-being, wealth, skill, affection and
rectitude") that are cherished by all individuals regardless of culture,
community and time.' 84 The value of rectitude, such as in freedom of
religion, is seen as universal in that all individuals demand it regardless of
whether they are Asian, American, or European. Surely, it is difficult to
imagine an individual who would not object to torture or imprisonment for
their religious beliefs.
Once it is understood that freedom of religion, like all human rights,
deserves universal recognition, international documents such as the Universal
Declaration, the ICCPR, and the 1981 Declaration become more meaningful.
When regimes deprive individuals of their freedom of religion "[they are]8 not
5
simply [violating] a practical rule, but the nature of the 'world' itself."'
The CCP is a regime that continues to deprive its citizens of the
internationally acclaimed freedom of religion. Despite the CCP's argument
that human rights are an internal matter for China, the CCP continues to
justify its religious oppression to the world community.'86 As such, it can be

182. See Kausikan, supra note 166, at 146.
183. See CHEN, supra note 19, at 205.

184. See id. at 16.
185. See US REPORT

INTRODUCTION,

supra note 19.

186. See Crowell, supra note 157. In 1997, Ye Xiaowen, China's director of religious
affairs, issued an official statement defending China's "policy on religion" in the "People's
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argued that the CCP does not truly believe in its "human rights" position of
"cultural relativism" and "developmentalism."
Rather, it seems to
acknowledge that human rights such as the freedom of religion are based on
the notion of human dignity. If this is true, the citizens of China should not
be religiously persecuted. Moreover, the need to protect their right to
religious choice becomes a pressing one given that China is characterized
"'as the world's leading human rights violator, and its regime [is often]
compared to Nazi Germany [and] Stalin's Soviet Union."' 187
VI. THE ASIAN-PACIFIC COURT OF HUMAN RIGHTS

Although there have been various proposals to solve the human rights
problem in the Asian-Pacific, on a regional level, these proposals have failed
since they did not adequately deal with the notion of cultural relativism.
Moreover, they did not focus on a particular model such as a specific court
to emulate. For instance, a proposal by Ali Mohsin Qazilbash, states that
"[t]here should be a separate Court on human fights with the power to
adjudicate complaints, and make binding judgments, including
compensation; and [that this] court should have the power to enforce its
decisions through appropriate measures."' 88 Another proposal by Kelly
Dawn Askin states that "[a]ny human rights system created in the Asia[n]Pacific region can learn and borrow from other system[s] [while
concurrently]
adapt[ing] [itself] to the special needs of the Asia[n]-Pacific
'1 89
region."
Contrary to previous proposals, this note addresses China's defenses
of "cultural relativism" and "developmentalism" by establishing that human
rights such as the freedom of religion are based on the notion of human
dignity and that the Asian-Pacific region should utilize the European Court
as a model to establish its own regional court. The Asian-Pacific Court's
first goal should be to focus on dealing with religious oppression in China.
Once this goal is accomplished, then the region can focus on other human
rights violations.
Following Europe's example, the Asian-Pacific region should adopt
the Asian-Pacific Human Rights Charter, currently existing in the form of a

Daily" and during a trip to the US.
187. See Carlson, supra note 131, at 564 citing US House Adopts Anti-China Bills, Bus.
Times, Nov. 8, 1997, at 6, available in 1997 WL 7773707.

188. See Qazilbash, supra note 45, at 610.
189. See Askin, supra note 13, at 600.
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non-governmental declaration,' 9" along with an Asian-Pacific Court. Such
an action becomes a pressing one given that China is a "rapidly expanding
that it is characterized as the world's
economic and military power,"' 9' and
92
leader in human rights violations.1
However, despite the characterization that China is the world's leader
in human rights violations, at the same time, "China also continues to hold
itself out as [being] committed to international human rights law and global
efforts to protect religious freedom.' 93 The CCP's position that nations such
as the US interfere with China's internal affairs when they concern
themselves with China's human rights situation might explain this
inconsistency.'94 An Asian-Pacific Court could help to rectify this
inconsistency because the notion that "[t]he international community can
only support the insistence on international human rights in [the] Asian[Pacific] and the people of the region will set the agenda" would limit
external involvement in regional affairs. 195 In other words, the international
community cannot force the Asian-Pacific region to adopt an Asian-Pacific
Court to deal with violations of internationally recognized human rights such
as freedom of religion. Similarly, it can not interfere with the Court's
organization or composition. As such, the Asian-Pacific countries and
citizens are free to adopt an Asian-Pacific Court without any interference
from the international community.
There are difficulties and benefits that follow the proposal to
implement a regional court. In terms of the difficulties, China would have
to consent to a convention that had a regional court as an enforcement
mechanism. The practicality of implementing a regional court would also be
of great concern given China's demand of sovereignty or the viewing of
human rights as an internal affair.' 96

The establishment of an Asian-Pacific Court would resolve the
practical concern mentioned above because it would avoid international
meddling with Asian-Pacific affairs. Specifically, "a regional system would

190. See Vitit Muntarbhorn, Asia, Human Rights and The New Millennium: Time For A
Regional Human Rights Charter?,8 TRANSNAT'L L. & CONTEMP. PROBS. 407, 413 (Fall

1998).
191. See PoKempner, supra note 30, at 683.
192. See Carlson, supra note 131, at 564.

193. See id at 565.
194. See id.

195. See Christina M. Cema, East Asian Approaches to Human Rights, supra 122, at 152,
157.
196. See Carlson, supra note 131, at 565.
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allow the Asia[n]-Pacific increased freedom to resolve international disputes
and to keep internal human rights accusations within its region [i.e. human
rights cases that may arise]."' 97 Other practical concerns include technical
issues such as which language and financial resources to use. 98
Despite the difficulties mentioned above, there are many benefits to
having a regional court. For instance, individuals and religious entities
would have the opportunity to be heard and to be granted religious freedom.
Such a court would deal with religious oppression in China before the
problem becomes even more deplorable. Particularly, "[a] regional ...
convention on human rights principles could establish a more uniform
minimum standard of treatment for persons, based on principles agreed upon
by and within the Asian-Pacific arena."' 99

VII. CONCLUSION
In this interdependent world,20 ° it is hard to accept that regimes such
as the CCP continue to oppress religion, and moreover, harshly punish its
citizens because of their religious beliefs. Comprehending this religious
persecution becomes more difficult when it is considered that religious
freedom is one of the oldest freedoms that continues to receive universal
acceptance and protection from the international community. It is a freedom
that is prescribed in international instruments such as the Universal
Declaration, the ICCPR and the 1981 Declaration.2" 1 Moreover, in Europe,
the freedom of religion is prescribed in the European Convention and
protected by the European Court.202 This is illustrated by the European Court
cases that were discussed in Part III.
Despite the interdependent world view of religious freedom, China
continues to religiously oppress its citizens on the basis that human rights are
an internal matter. 20 3 Moreover, the CCP contends that its laws-the
constitution and its national laws-guarantee religious freedom.20 4 In

197.
198.
199.
200.
201.
202.
203.
204.

See Askin, supra note 13, at 600.
See id.
See id.
See CHEN, supra note 19, at ix.
See Hirsch, supra note 18, at 411.
See CLEMENTS, supra note 48, at 8.
See Carlson, supra note 131, at 565.
See Davis, supra note 120, at 159.
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practice, however, the CCP does not tolerate unregistered religious activity
and punishes religious dissidents.2 °5
Although the CCP states that it does not find anything wrong with its
religious oppression, it continues to justify its religious oppression to the
international community.20 6 Furthermore, the CCP has declared that it

accepts the Universal Declaration and that it will work hard with the
international community to strengthen international cooperation in the human
rights field.2 7 The CCP's inconsistent position on human rights, particularly
with respect to freedom of religion, is due to its fear of losing political
control.20 8 At the same time, China's people contest the CCP's religious
oppression. 209 Thus, the question becomes: Is it possible to concurrently
address the concerns of the Chinese people and those of the CCP?
The establishment of an Asian-Pacific Court would concurrently
address the concerns mentioned above. Not only would it avoid international
meddling in Asian-Pacific affairs, but it also would deal with China's
religious persecution of its people. Moreover, an Asian-Pacific Court
modeled after the European Court perhaps would allow the vision expected
50 years ago--"universal rights for all"--to become a reality in the new
millennium.
Elefiherios Georgiou

205. See Stout, supra note 7, at A14.
206. See Crowell, supra note 157, at 413.

207. See Xinsheng, supra note 179, at 223.
208. See Kausikan, supra note 166, at 146, 147.
209. See SLY and AGENCE FANCE PRESSE, supra note 14; see also PLATT, supra note 4.
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